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The Finders.
Highlights from the FBI document release.

vault.fbi.gov/the-finders/th…

From pg9.
Included the impregnation of women.

What kind of "normal child exploiters" have time and operational security to BREED kids to
be abducted?

Reminds me that Jeffrey Epstein was heavy into selective breeding research.

These people are sick.

The Finders were caught many times, but various prosecutors declined to press charges.
FBI, State Dept, and others helped cover it up every time.
pgs 4-10

pg25
Interview notes 3 April 1992
Allegations of CIA employee involvement

pg35-36
Search warrants executed.
Nothing found.
Tipped off?
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pg39
A request that FBI review original first-hand Finders docs instead of rely on previous agents
summaries or review reports.
It was noted that permission would be required to see the direct evidence.

pg40
For some reason the U.S. Customs Service is the agency with briefing materials on the
"Finders". DOJ and FBI have to request copy of materials from USCS.
This has been going on for years, many agencies knew.
48-hours TV show was going to air a segment. Haven't found it.

A search for media turned up interesting article.
Bloodletting, rituals, and exploring satanism are mentioned.

Children report their teachers were known as "Game Caller" and "Stroller".

Numerous properties and adults were discovered to be involved.

washingtonpost.com/archive/politi…

Neighbors of one property said the residents were "a close-knit group" of feminists who
liked to help people and were not a cult.

So these were smart articulate people that blended in well...

back to the FBI report
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pg41 of the FBI report contains info about this same case just discussed from media link.

U.S. Attorney for DC declined to prosecute despite extensive evidence of abuse and satanic
rituals. Case was complicated by the mothers being found, and possibly having given
consent.

pg48-49
Tunnels found at McMartin Pre-School
Pentagrams, bones..

WTF??
"Due to severe time constraints our archaeology team was unable to further explore the
extent of the tunnel networks."

Really? Who shut them down?

pg50 - 1991
Jurisdiction memo about how U.S. Postal Service, FBI, and U.S.CS carve up the turf on child
crimes. U.S.CS has jurisdiction over "interdiction and international distribution of child
pornography". So it was already a known international issue.

"Recently the USCS experienced a massive reorganization. This... caused the Child Porn and
Protection Unit to be integrated into the Smuggling Investigations Division. All Units,
Branches, and Sections were eliminated during the reorg."

So somebody had the power to wipe agents.

pg52-53
Very good summary of timeline of the whole event with 6 kids.
Search warrant got shut down.
Agents denied access to the evidence collected.
Redacted Agency "advised that all reports regarding Finders are to be classified at the Secret
level"
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Children discovered in Tallahassee were turned over to individuals "claiming to be parents
or guardians". No further MPD, FBI, or USCS involvement.
"As far as is known, no details of [redacted agency] involvement ever became public.

CIA buried the whole thing. Why?

pg66
FBI aware of Finders since 1971
CIA "claims there only involvement was that [redacted] was a former employee" and they
were monitoring the investigation from the beginning.

pg67
Writer believe Finders are a CIA op feeding disinfo to various targets as ordered
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pg68
CIA admits leader, Isabelle, was employee from 1950 to 1971, which happens to be when
cult started...
During war time Finders people visited restricted Mosco, North Korea, and North Vietnam
"which could only have been arranged by the CIA."

CIA funded group.

pg69
Agents try to pass a report to contact in Europe, but the disc is intercepted.

Proves there was already a multinational Intelligence coverup of child exploitation by
1987, and probably much earlier than that.

pg70
First mention of FINDERS' KEEPERS
So, they think the name Finders is some kind of joke and if they snatch kids it's the parents
fault for losing them?
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pg85
Another Finders property location

So far: Florida, DC, Maryland, Virgina, Ohio
Funded: CIA
Founder: CIA lifer in to Satanism
Known activities: Breed and raise kids. "Shape" them. Deliver intel assignments.

The big question.
Were they "finding" kids for the Agency?
Are they the MK Ultra Hollywood stars we know so well now?
Or were they finding them for trafficking customers?
Both?

pg89-95
FBI tries to open an obstruction of justice case to determine if US Intelligence is involved

pg99 - 11/12/93
State Department asks FBI to handle inquiries on a HQ level

pg106-118
Newspaper articles that ran.

pg125-183
Original detailed police reports of the 1987 incident.
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pg214
Sergeant... has maintained that there is a nationwide conspiracy among individuals involved
in Satanic worship and sexual child abuse.

This is almost all about ONE CASE in 1987 that they didn't manage to squash, or we wouldn't
know about it.
Tunnels under a school were never explained or fully explored.
Tip of the iceberg.

pg215
Jensen Beach Elementary

pg221-228
Investigative summary of all 1987 case findings

pg250-251
Wash Times front page article
CIA + Finders connections

pg253
U.S. News report
Cops, spies and a very odd investigation

pg253
U.S. News report
Cops, spies and a very odd investigation

pg254-pg324
A variety of cover up letters back and forth between agencies.
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From all the crumbs... it's possible to deduce a great many things about the Finders, and the
CIA. This is MUCH bigger than just the 1987 case they didn't manage to squash. Dozens of
locations. 1,000s of covered up crimes over decades. Monitoring of lower agencies to stop
them.

One thing I'm sure of...
It's not a coincidence that this Damning evidence about the CIA has just come out today.
Same day criminal investigation against former CIA director comes out.

CIA reign of terror is about to be over.
Trump is destroying it.
They can't stop him.
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